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The course Perspective was introduced as an optional course for master students
at the Faculty of Civil Engineering in Zagreb during implementation of Bologna
Process. Since it first started, students have shown some interest in it. In the
first few years, 7-9 students enrolled per year. Last academic year we introduced
computer 3D modeling which caused huge increase in the number of students. This
academic year 34 students enrolled. We will present organisation of classes for that
group of students and show some of their achievements.

Most students who enroll in the course Perspective (6 ECTS) are in the final
semester of master programme. By Faculty’s decree, whole class is held during
8 weeks, giving the students enough time to prepare their theses. Hence, work
is very intense (8 classes per week) and workgroups consist of 8-9 students. These
students were never taught 3D computer modeling. That is the reason we can use our
educational material prepared for the course Descriptive geometry (held in the first
year) in teaching Perspective. When generations which were taught 3D modeling in
their first year of studying come to master level, our plan is to introduce Grasshopper
as well as the basics of Python scripting for Rhino (only on the informational level).

Here is a short overview of the organisation of class:

During the first two weeks, students are introduced to the basics of perspective
drawing and are enabled to construct perspective images of simple geometric objects.
In the third week, 3D modeling is introduced and they construct perspective images
of objects using program Rhinoceros. During the next two weeks, students are
acquainted with quadric surfaces and ruled surfaces with emphasis on quadric ruled
surfaces. Furthermore, examples of these surfaces in civil engineering are shown and
they are acquainted with geometric interpretation and visualisation of notions of
differential geometry of these surfaces (classification of points on a surface, principal
curvatures, normal curvature, principal directions). In the sixth week the topic
is conoids of third and fourth order. During the last two weeks, students model
situations of earthwork beside roads on terrains.

Our goal was to spend as little time as possible on obsolete approach (man-
ual constructions, the theory on construction of images) and teaching basics of 3D
modeling but to dedicate most of the time to applications of geometry, promot-
ing creativity and production of attractive illustrations. For this approach we were
inspired by article [1].
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Homework assignments are graded. They are made by students at home and
uploaded over system Merlin. Homework assignments are given only by the theme
so the students are free to choose the object they would like to model. These
assignments make students search geometrical properties in their surroundings, and
they can be used as a source of ideas for future exercises.

In classes students solve exercises available online. Working ver-
sion of the collection of exercises (in Croatian) is available on line
http://www.grad.hr/sgorjanc/perspektiva-vjezbe.pdf.
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Figure 1: Student homework assignments made by L. Karaula, I. Čusek, B. Kirin,
M. Jagatić, A. Zadro and S. Debelec, respectively.
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